DATE: June 1, 1997

MACHINE: AUTO-LIFTS

PRODUCTION
DATES: ALL

SUBJECT: FRAME SUPPORT KIT
NORDCO P/N 98790008

We have received several reports of Pressure Reducing Valve failure on the LS Auto-Lifts. This valve is critical to the integrity of the frame. If it fails or is improperly adjusted, main frame bending or failure could occur.

To eliminate the problem, future builds of the LS Auto-Lifts will have additional frame support.

To assist those who wish to eliminate the problem on machines currently in the field, a Frame Support Kit (Nordco Part Number 98790008) has been developed. Installation of this kit requires welding, grinding and cutting of the frame. Please remember to remove all boards from the Logic Box BEFORE WELDING on this machine.

This kit contains all parts, installation drawings, and instructions necessary for adding the kit components to your machines.

Please contact your Nordco Representative or Nordco Parts Sales for prices, availability, and lead-times required.